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Editorial Afote

On September 22, 1989, Hurricane Hugo provided South Carolina with a
painful demonstration of the accuracy of many points made in this
paper, prepared a year earlier. This edition is made available, with
minor changes, to draw attention to critical issues pertinent to
reconstruction and preparation for future natural disasters, and includes
exerpts from news reports that underscore the reality of these issues in
the context of a major hurricane. Dr. Sparks is presently engaged in
detailed research to assess the effects of Hugo on coastal construction in
the state,



IntrOduCti On

During the last 30 years, the South Carolina coast has developed rapidly.
Today, some of the state's tallest buildings line the Atlanhc Ocean on the
Grand Strand, while other coastal areas contain the most prestigious and
expensive real estate in the region. Income derived from this
development has made and continues to make a significant contribution
to the economy of the state. But this development has taken place in
areas that are potentially hazardous to life and property; areas that, in
earlier times, have been devastated by the effects of hurricanes and an
earthquake.

Despite evidence that the earthquake of 1886 was not an isolated event,
the area has been slow to accept the need to design for this risk, which
has been seen as less of a threat to the area than hurricanes. But even the
hurricane threat has been receding in people's minds. The last major
hurricanes to hit the coast were in the 1950's. An unusually long lull in
hurricane activity in the area, the unimpressive impact of a few minor
hurricanes and a large influx of population from areas unfamiliar with
the effects of hurricanes, led to an unjustifiable confidence in the area's
ability to weather a severe storm.

While it is true that the threat to individual life and property has
diminished, it is also true that the population at risk has greatly
increased. Elaborate warning and evacuation plans have, in theory,
lessened the chance of drowning in the low-lying coastal areas. The
requirements of the Federal Hood Insurance Program have ensured that
new construction is properly elevated to reduce the risk of flood damage
and the introduction of building codes ought to have ensured that
buildings would be capable of resisting the expected wind loads.

The purpose of this white paper is to examine the potential for hurricane
wind damage on the South Carolina coast and make recommendations
for future acflon to reduce the risk. To do this, it is necessary to examine
the meteorological aspects of the problem, the types of building
regulations that have been used in the past and those which are now in
effect, the enforcement of building regulations and the actions taken by
the building industry and state and local government.

The conclusions drawn are based on a personal inspection of coastal
construction by the author, an examination of building regulations,
discussions with building officials, architects, engineers and contractors
and a study of the experiences of similar areas subjected to severe
hurricanes. To this was added the experiences of others involved in
coastal construction recorded at the Coastal Growth Industries Forum
held in Charleston June 10-11, 1987.



Meteorological Aspects

Figure 1 shows clearly that South CaroBna has a hurricane prone mast.
These hurricanes coxLtrol the wind climate on the coast and give rise to
the wind speeds used for design purposes. The design wind speed is
usually taken to be that with an annual probability of m~lanav of 0.02
 i.e., 2%, or a 50-year storxn"; approxhnately a category 3 hurricane on
the South Grrolina coast!. This speed depends upon the type of terram
and the height above ground at which the measuremrsxts are taken and
the time over which the xneasurexrtents are averagecL

An internationally agreed standard requires that all wind speeds be
adjusted so that they are equivalent to measurements made at an
elevation of 33 ft in open country; r'.e. conditions similar to those at most
airports, where the majority of measurexxtents are made. In most parts of
the world the statistical remrds are kept as peak gust wind speeds. Due
to the mertia of normal meteorological instrumtmts this generally means
that the wind speed has been averaged over about 2 to 3 seconds. Where
long-term records are available, a wind speed averaged over 1 hour is
recorded. This is now prefrmed because it is a measure of the general
wind conditions, independent of local gust effects.
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Figure 1. Hurricane tracks across the South Carolina shoreline for the past
century.  EH: extreme hurricane, CH: great hurricane, MH: major hurricane.! 1.
1883, MH; 2, l 885, EH; 3. 1893, MH; 4. 1894, H; 5, 1898, EH; 6. 1S99, MH, 7, 1906,
GH; 8. 1910, G H; 9. 1911, MH; 10. 191 6, H; 11. 192S, GH; 12. 1940, MH; 13, 'l954,
GH  Hazel!; 14. ' 959, MH  Cracie!; 15. 1966, MH  Alma!; 16. 1979, H  David!,
After J.C. Purvis.



In the United States, however, records are kept in the form of
fastest-mile wind speeds. This measurement originated with a particular
type of recording equipment from which it was possible to determine
the time taken for a 'mile' of wind to pass a particular site. In a typical
hurricane this device would average the wind speed over a period
ranging from 30 seconds to 50 seconds.
A gust wind speed is typically about 25% higher than a fastest-mile
wind speed and a mean hourly wind speed is about 25% lower than a
fastest-mile speed. It is important to bear this in mind, along with the
elevation at which a recording was made, when considering whether or
not a hurricane is above or below the design conditions. The National
Weather Service often uses vague terms such as sustained wind speed,
often does not correct wind speeds measured by aircraft at high
elevations to 33 ft, and frequently, for safety reasons, in its forecasts errs
on the high side in its prediction of wind speeds. Unfortunately, after the
storm, these vague wind speed measurements together with
unsubstantiated personal estimates become part of the record of the
event. Erroneous conclusions are then drawn with respect to the
relationship between severity of the storm and design wind conditions,
The situation becomes even more confused when severe damage during
a hurricane is attributed to tornadoes. Careful investigation of such
damage often indicates that the local nature of the damage was due to
poor construction rather than an anomalous wind condition.
Despite the availability of quoted wind speeds for various hurricanes,
there are, in fact, relatively few hurricanes in which sufficient reliable
data from anemometers have been available to make scientifically
acceptable estimates of the wind conditions. The best recorded data
which have been properly analyzed have come from Hurricane Frederic
in 1979', Hurricane Alicia in 19832 and Hurricane Elena in 1985s. These
analyses, and recent wind tunnel tests4, have shed doubts upon the
estimates of wind speeds made by meteorologists using damage surveys
and uncorrected anemometer records. Wind speeds in earlier storms
may, in fact, have been very much less than those shown by the records .
It is likely that design wind speeds along the coast of the United States
have not been exceeded by more than 10% in any storm anywhere
during the last 15 years. Not a single building designed to meet these design
wind speeds with a reasonable factor of safety should have been damaged. Yet,
in that period billions of dollars of roind damage have taken place,
The problem appears not to be our failure to appreciate the severity of
the storm but our failure to properly design for it.





essentially a code designed to regulate the performance of buildings,
and for the most part does not attempt to define how a structure should
be built. Interpretation of what constitutes compliance with the code
differs significantly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. During his
inspection tour, the author could often teII which jurisdiction he was in
simply by observing the presence or absence of certain wind resisting
details in residential construction. The contrast was even more striking
when comparing residential construction on either side of the North
Carolina - South Carolina border.

At this stage, it is appropriate to contrast the development of building
legislation in the two states. While South Carolina has made the
adoption of a building code a local option with no requirements for
appropriate enforcement, North Carolina has developed its regulations
in two parts: a general codex', which is a modification of the Standard
Building Code, and a residential building code, These codes are now
mandatory in all jurisdictions and must be enforced by certified building
officials and inspectors. The prescriptive residential building code was
modified after a series of devastating hurricanes in the 1950's to include
specific provisions for improving wind resistance of coastal construction.
These regulations still represent one of the best examples of prescriptive
regulations aimed at ensuring adequate wind resistance in one and two
family dwellings. Enforcement of these provisions seemed to have stood
the state in good stead when Hurricane Diana struck the coast in 1984,

Wind Loading Provisions of the Standard Building Code

The Standard Building Code, along with most other model building
codes, has been slow to take advantage of the results of wind
engineering research or to make use of the American National Standard
A58.1 "Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures", a
voluntary standard prepared by experts in the field.

In 1961, a task committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
after making an extensive study of the state of knowledge of wind forces
on structures, made the following comment:

Building codes usually specify a certain number of pounds per
square foot with no reference to the wind velocity implied or
building shape assumed, Furthermore, the pressure given is not
a real pressure but rather a value that when multiplied by a
projected area in elevation is intended to give the total force on
the building.

The report went on to provide both wind speed and pressure coefficient
data which would enable wind loads to be calculated more accurately.

The Standard Building Code continued to use the simple pressure
method until 1974. When changes took place a number of serious
omissions were made which, for low-rise buildings, made the code
worse than the previous one:

~ the effect of wind gusts was neglected, and, although a
fastest mile wind speed map with an annual probability of
exceedance of 0.01 was used, in effect the design conditions
had a probability of exceedance nearly three times that value



~ the same wind pressure was used for bulings up to 30 ft, but
this pre.mre was based on the wind speed at 15 ft; for
buildings herren 15 ft and 30 ft this resulted in a serious
underestimation of wind forces for buildings in exposed areas.

~ the code failed to take into account the high suctions that can
occur near corners of building or edges of roofs, despite the
fact that they had been reported by the ASCE task committee
in 1961, had been incorporated in the Swiss BuHding Code of
1956 and also in ANSI A58.1 �972!.

~ the code failed to rewgpize that suction can occur on steep
pitched roofs when the wind is blowing parallel to the ridge
and that high internal pressures can develop followmg the
failure of a window or door

Most of these deficiencies were corrected between 1982 and 1988,
although the present code fails to xexgnize the possibility  included in
the 1982 edition of ANSI A58.1.! of high wind speeds near the ground at
locations adjacent to large bodies of water.

In defense of the Standard Bufiding Code, the pressures used to
determine the forces on the frames of multi-story buildings have proven
quite adequate even for buildings adjacent to the sea. They have, in fact,
been rather conservative for buildings in suburban, wooded or urban
areas where the roughness of the terrain greatly reduces the velocity of
the wind.

The ~esses of the earlier codes show up on the corners of waHs and
edges of roofs of multi-story buMings, and virtuaHy aH aspects of the
wind resisting systems of single-story buildings in open areas near the
coast. It is no coincidenoe that these are the buildings that have been
seriously damaged in previous hurricanes in other parts of the country
and unfortunately the same must be expected for these types of
buHdings if a hurricane were to strike South Carolina.



Most of the construction on the
Grand Strand, where building codes
are in effect, postdatcs South
Carolina's last truly damaging hurri-
cane, llazcl, in f954, and thus has
ncvcr bccn tested by the winds of a
major storm.
A rcport on Httmcane Diana of 1984
corn piled by the Committee on
Natural Disasters pointed out several
areas of construction weaknesses�
particularly the g-story Xanadu II
condominium in North Myrtle
Beach, where winds reached 50 mph
to 60 mph.
"Although the building had a strong
c<mcrcte frame, the claddrng system
consisted only of an interior layer of
drywalling, a metal stud frame with
fiberboard screwed to it, a layer of
Styrofoam insulation glued to the
fiberboard and a waterproof coat
applied directly to the Styrofoam,
The building had been completed
about six months prior to the storm
and shouM have been subject to the
Standard BuiMing Code, yet the
cladding system apparently failed at
a wind speed of less than one-half
the design  wind! qx:cd!'

1'se Sittre
September 22, t 989

In many respects, South Carolina was iH preptsnstl for the buling boom
that began along its coast in the 19&Vs. The state's laisser faire attitude
to building regulation has already been mentioned, but the state also
lacked suitable bodies to coordinate and control development along the
coast Those building professionals that had grown up with a knowledge
and respect for the effects of hurricanes were rapidly outnumbered by
newcomers who lacked such experience. Furthermore, areas beSsn to be
developed that, for good reason, had generally been shunned in the past

Construction on the whole showed little regard for hazards associated
with location. Traditional forms of residential construction using
steep-pitched heavy roofs, massive waHs and small windows, protected
by shutters, were replaced by hghtweight low-pitched roofs and large
areas of glass. Unfortunately, one traditional feature, the covered porch,
was retained making the building even more vulnerable to
windMamage. Subsequent flood regulations, requiring elevation of
buildings on platf'orms as high as 12 ft above the ground, furtlter
increasing the buildings' vulnerability. It costs only a few hundred
doHars to greatly improve the wind resistance of a single-family
dweHing; yet contractors  except when forced to do so by building
officials! generaHy were reluctant to increase the cost of their structures
by including featuxes that the public, alrrx unaware oF the danger, did
not want. Surprisingly, the insurance companies didn't want those
features either.

As land prices and demand for accommodation increased, multi-story
buildings were constructed, first in the form of masonry and
wood-framed hotels and later as high-rise steel and concrete framed
structures. Fortunately fire regulaflons stepped in and restricted the
wood-framed apartments and condominiums to 3 occupied stories.
Although these structuxtes must be professionally designed, they are
often built the same way as single-family dwellings with few, if any,
design calculations. The provision of an arctutect's or engineer's seal on
the drawings is treated simply as an administrative necessity. Many of
these buildings are sadly lacking in wind resistance.

Three and four story masonry bu8dings of the type found on the Grand
Strand are usuaHy fairly massive with heavy concrete xtoofs and,
whether or not they were specifically designed to do so, genemHy
possess good wind @distance. However, some of these hotels are now
being demolished to make room for high-rise hotels and condoxniniums,
some as high as 20 stories. These strtm~es have steel or
reinforced~ncrete frames and are designed by a team of professionals
led by an architect As indicated earlier, the wind forces on the frames of
these buildings are very high but have been reasonably well defined by
the building code. It is unlikely that an architect would not employ the
services of a competent structural engineer to design the framing system.
As such, these frames should be capable of carrying the prescribed wind
loads. The same does not appear to be the case for exterior  curtain!



walls of these buildings, The design wind pressures and suctions on the
high-rise buildings built along the South Carolina coast are equivalent to
those found on buildings four or five times their height in major cities
inland. Buildings of such a size would be major structures, with curtain
wall systems designed by specialists. Wind-tunnel tests would normally
be conducted to determine the wind loads and samples of the walls
would be tested to at least twice the design pressures.

The almost universal curtain-wall system in use on the South Carolina
coast consists of a metal stud system covered with structural grade
gypsum board, plastered with stucco. The systems are usually selected
by architects from catalogs. The highest allowable wind load quoted by
manufacturers of this type of system is 40 Ib/ft . Even under the rather
deficient building code in use from 1974 to 1988, such a system should
not have been specified above 30 ft. Unfortunately, the principal
manufacturer of this system also quotes design wind speeds in its
literatureta. These wind speeds are those required to produce the
corresponding pressure on a flat surface at the reference wind speed
height  the stagnation pressure!. However, the critical loading is in fact
suction related to the wind speed at the top of the buiMing and may be
several times the stagnation pressure. Use of a realistic loading standard
such as ANSI A58.1 s indicates that typical 10-20 story condominiums
should be designed for suctions two to three times the maximum
allowable loads for this type of wall.

It is difficult to tell whether the manufacturers genuinely possess such a
Iow level of understanding of wind effects or whether they deliberately
set out to mislead designers who do not understand the relationship
between wind speed and pressure. Whatever the reason, it is likely to
prove disastrous for the owners and insurers of these buildings. Indeed
some of these buildings are already showing signs of distress due to
water leakage, sometimes exacerbated by improper selection and
installation of windows. The glazing industry shows a similar lack of
knowledge of wind effects in its literature".

The design of the exterior walls of a multi-story building located on a
hurricane-prone coast requires at least some engineering input.
Regrettably, it has been treated as an architectural matter and even if a
structural engineer is employed to design the structural frame, it is
unlikely that he will even see the specifications for the curtain wall, let
alone design it, A proper building control process could have prevented
the problem, If just one building official had asked for a set of
calculations showing that the wall system could carry the wind loads
specified in the code, the absurdity of this type of construction would
have been revealed.

There are suitable test procedures for determining the resistance of wall
systems to wind forces and water penetration'z ' which, if used
properly, can aid in the selection of suitable curtain wall systems.
However, they are only useful if the wind effects are correctly
interpreted, The same applies to the specifications and testing of roofs'4.
The Standard Building Code has seriously underestimated the uplift
loads on roofs in the past and continues to specify roof to wall anchors
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that fail to meet even its own wind loading retirements. The code can
even be interpreted as permitting unreinforeed masonxy waHs which
also cannot be shown to xneet the loading requirements of the code. The
result is that single-story buiMings with light roojs and unreinjorced masonry
roal/s, such as schools and commercial buildings, are extremely xndnerable to
collapse in hurricanes and tornad'oesx< rs. This is particularly wcrrrlring since
buildings of this type are often used as evacuation shelters, and raxely
have a detailed engineering design that would show up the
mconsistencies in the code requirement. Elsewhere in the country,
schools have suffered severe damage while being used as shelters, and
it is only a matter of time befoxe a serious injury or death occurs as the
xesult of such daxnage. Again a few well-directed questions by the
building official to the archilect, asking to see calculations showing that
the xoof anchors and masonry walls axe capable of resisting the wind
loads, would prevent the problem. Unf'ortunately, in South Carolina
schools are not under the jurisdiction of the local building official. They
come under the jurisdiction of the local school district; apart from checks
for coxnpliance with 6re regulations at the State Department of
Education, they are virtually uncontrolled.

Despite the presence of a building code and enforcement agencies, it is
clear that many buildings have been designed and certified as being in
compliance with the code when, in fact, they were not in cornphance
with the loading requirements of the code at the time of construction
and certainly do not meet the requirements as they now stand. Lenders,
buyers and insurers have taken the certi6cate of occupancy, issued by
the building official, to mean that these buildings have been checked by
soxne official authority to ensure that they are able to resist the loads
specified in the code with a reasonable factor of safety. A review of the
design, specification and checking procedures shows that this faith is
unjustified. Nevertheless the legal responsibility for ensuring that the
structure conforms with all aspects of the building code lies with the
design professional. Who is responsible when no registered design
professional is required is not dear.

Fortunately, the situation is not as bad as it might first appear. First, the
building code assumes that all buildings are located in open country,
exposed to the wind on all sides. Clearly this is not the case; many
buildings are sheltered by trees and other buildings. Even quite poorly
constructed buildings have been observed to perform satisfactorily in
design wind conditions when provided by this type of shelter . It is
normal engineering practice not to use the full capacity of a building
component to carry the design load i.e. a factor of safety is included.
Thus, although there may have been errors in the specification of the
load, or even in the assumed capacity of the building, there is a reserve
of strength that makes the failure of the structure a remote possibility.
But there are xnany buildings in exposed areas along the South Carolina
coast where the extent of the "errors has used up this restore of
strength. A stoxxn, in some cases below the design level, would produce
almost certain structural failure in these buHdings.





Underlying Causes of the Problem and
Possible So utions

If the appropriate wind loads were known before the building boom on
the South Carolina coast, why weren't they used by the code writers,
architects and engineers to design suitable buildings' The reasons are
probably more political, educational, and financial than technical.

The Building Code

South Carolina took an important step toward building code uniformity
when it permitted only the use of the Standard Building Code. However,
by adhering closely to the code the state put its building regulations in
the hands of the Southern Building Code Congress. This organization
has a code change procedure that suffers from an overdose of
democracy, Changes are often proposed by trade organizations, with
commercial rather than technical interests at heart, and voted on by a
membership with little specialized technical knowledge, With regard to
wind effects this procedure has been disastrous in some respectst~.
While democracy has much to commend it, a benevolent dictatorship
would serve this country better in this respect, as virtually every other
developed country has discovered. In these countries, national building
codes are developed by experts, generally with no commercial interest.
The voluntary American National Standard A58.1 "Minimum Design
Loads for Buildings and Other Structures" approaches this ideal.
Building codes have been slow to adopt it, however, claiming it is too
complicated. It is more complicated  but more accurate! than most codes
but its complexity is trivial in comparison to that of designing a
complete building. Fortunately ANSI A58.1 is now permitted by the
Standard Building Code as an alternative to its own provisions. The
South Carolina Building Codes Council would do well to require that
only ANSI A58.1 be used.

By assuming that all buildings are located in open country, compliance
with the 1988 edition of the Standard Building Code will generally
require radical changes in construction practices for buildings away
from the ocean while still under-specifying the loads on buildings
adjacent to the beach. Recognizing this, one can expect a series of code
changes to be proposed by disadvantaged sectors of the industry, or
simply that non-compliance will continue, undetectable by the present
system of building control.

Using only ANSI A58.1, the state would remove itself from the political
maneuvering of the industry and ensure that loads take account of the
effect of terrain. In this way buildings in wooded, suburban and urban
areas would probably not need to change their form of construction,
while buildings located in open country or along the beach would have
to be designed for realistic wind loads.

Other deficiencies in the Standard Building Code with regard to wood
and masonry construction have been pointed out by experts for years,



'Ihc datnage caused by Hurricane
llugo's winds were extrcme. 'While
»oak gusts of l 35 mph were
re;orded, maximum sustained winds,
which is what a structure is designed
to, were considerably less, and argu-
ably may have been below thc design
standard ol 110 mph for this area.
While t.hc majority of the damaged
structures pre-date the current build-
ing code, based on thc damage levels
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yet the provisions remain unchanged. The Building Codes Council
should take the advke of experts and amend the code. In essence this is
what is done in North Carolina where the State Building Code is a
modified version of the Standard Building Code. Expt~ exists within
South Carolina which, if used, could greatly ixnprove the code.

Code Comphance

An improved code will do little to ixnprove construction unless building
officials have appropriate means for checking coxnpliance. Ihe systexn as
it exists at present does not, with a few exceptions, work satisfactorily. It
is ixnportant to remember that during the boom on the coast enormous
amounts of money were to be made froxn real estate. Almost anything
along the beach would selL Developers rarely remained owners of
buildings for long and had little regard for durability of their
construction. Maximum profits were to be xnade from minimum design
and construction costs. Wle many design professionals operated in a
conscientious manner, the pressures xnust have been enormous to take
short cuts. The xnetal stud - gypsum board � stucco systexn is probably
an example of this. No engineer or architect with a reasonable technical
background could possibly justify such a system for xnedium and
high-rise buildings on the coast, but once one designer xeceived
approval for such a cheap system from the building official, developers
would have been unwNing to pay for anything better. However,
although the building official issues the final certificate of occupancy, it
is the designer himself under the present system who decides whether
his specifications meet the buildixng code requirements. Prospective
buyers, lenders and insurexs all view the certificate of occupancy as
offidal certification of compliance; which it can't possibly be.

There is only one building official on the South Carolina coast who is a
licexmd professional engttneer, and there is little prospect that other
coxnmuni ties along the coast will be able to have such highly qualified
staff. Yet xnany of the problems facing South Carolina's buildings would
have been avoided if there had been a proper review of plans and design
calculations by a professional engineer. This could easily be done by a
regional body supported by the state, or by private consultants.
Appropriate fees would have to be charged but these inight easily be
recouped by the owner thxough lower insurance prexniums.

The self-certification process has broken down mainly because the
design profession has forced itself into a fee structure that does not
perxxut adequate time to be spent on design and because of an undear
demarcation between the areas of responsibility of the architect and
structural engineer.

Building codes retain the archaic idea that the architect is some sort of
master builder of medieval times pctssessing the skins of a present day
architect, structural engineer and contractor. While this xnay be a
xeasonable assumption for simple structures in sheltered areas, it is
unlikely to be appropriate for almost all buildings along a
hurricane-pxtone coast. The architect's professional registration process
simply does not test these skills. Nor, in general, does the engineer's
licensmg process. Engineers are not registered by discipline, although a
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record of their specialty  e.g. Civil, Electrical, Mechanical> is kept by the
State Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land
Surveyors. A seal which may appear on a set of structural drawings
would not be readily identifiable as that of a civil engineer.

Aware of the problem of unlicensed and unqualified practice, the State
Board issued the following statement to building officials on February S,
1988,

There are many contractors in South Carolina who are making
proposals to owners for Design/Build packages which include
construction as well as engineering design aspects, It is
understood that in some instances, a promise is made that the
final plans will bear proper seals for permitting purposes
although the plans are actually being prepared by unlicensed
individuals who develop the final design sheets and/or make
final engineering decisions. This practice is frequently an
encouragement to the dangerous and unlawful act of Rubber
Stamping by a hcensed engineer.

To be within statutory requirements with respect to the practice
of engineering, a firm representative or other person who holds
himself out as able to perform  or does perform! any
engineering service must be registered by this Board.
Engineering work as described above, must be done under the
direct responsibility, checking and supervision of a person
holding a current certificate of registration to practice
engineering in this state, and such plans, specifications and
reports shall be stamped with the licensee's seal when filed with
public authorities.

Conceivably, any engineer registered with this Board, could
provide any professional engineering services because the State
of South Carolina does not register engineers by discipline, If,
however, a professional engineer performs or seals project plans
for which he is unqualified by education or experience such
action may become grounds for disciplinary proceedings by this
Board.

If you become unsure as to an engineer's area of competency, it
is suggested you contact the Board office for further information.

Recognizing the hazard posed to public safety by this situation, some
states with severe natural hazards have found it desirable to create a
separate registration for structural engineers. Candidates for this
registration are required to pass an examination that, among other
things, tests their ability to design structures for wind and earthquake
effects, South Carolina should seriously consider introducing such a
registration and accompanying legislation to limit the abihty of
architects and other engineers to certify code compliance for certain
classes of structure.

Most small buildings less than 5000 ftz do not have any professional
input in their designs. Past experience, sometimes documented in such
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prescriptive codes as the CABO One and Two Family Dwelling Code's is
used to "design" the structure. While not a very scientific approach,
such procedures have worked well for resistance to gravity loads, i.e,
weight of the structure, its occupants etc. The performance of buildings
designed in this way has not been good in severe wind storms. In South
Carolina the rules intended to ensure wind resistance vary greatly from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction,

One way to improve wind resistance is to have a set of prescriptive rules
based on engineering calculations, The North Carolina Residential
Building Code has such provisions and the Southern Building Code
Congress has been developing "deemed to comply" documents. The
problem with these regulations is that they have to serve a wide variety
of shapes of buildings in a wide variety of locations. In some instances
they are unduly restrictive, in others not strict enough.

An alternative approach has been developed recently that takes
advantage of the widespread availability of micro-computers'~.
Restricted at present to wood-framed one and two-family dwellings, this
"expert system" takes as an initial design thc structural system defined
by the CARO One and Two family Dwelling Code. The architect,
contractor, or building official inputs the buildings exterior dimensions
and roof pitch, together with the local design wind speed and
surrounding terrain, The program determines the wind forces using
ANSI A58,l and, if necessary, tells the user how to modify the
requirements of the One and Two Family Dwelling Code to bc able to
resist the calculated wind loads. If the loads are very high then the user
is advised to consult a structural engineer,

The advantage of such a system is that it injects the experience and
services of an expert engineer into the design process and provides the
building official with a very easy way of checking compliance with the
building code on an individual basis.

Availability of Advice

South Carolina, in essence, has a population of buildings along its coast
that its decentralized laissez-faire system of building control deserves.
Having delegated responsibility to local jurisdictions, of which only the
major cities have the resources to carry out the job properly, the state has
in effect washed its hands of the matter and provides little support. The
construction industry is fragmented with fcw companies large enough to
develop their own research and development programs or conduct in-
house training. In this respect the industry is very similar to the
agricultural business; but, where agriculture has the extensive resources
of the Agricultural Extension Service to assist it, the construction
industry has no such body to turn to. This is particularly disturbing
since nearly three times as many people derive their employment
directly from construction than agriculture, and many other people
depend heavily on the successful operation of the construction industry
for their livelihood.



If just a few percent of the Extension Service budget had been available
to provide a service to the construction industry, the buildings on the
South Carolina coast might have been closer to the public's expectations
and less vulnerable to hurricane damage.

This paper is the result of an initial effort in this regard by the Marine
Extension Service and the South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium, but the
effort to date amounts to less than two man-years. Clemson University
has proposed an advisory and mitigation program for all coastal hazards
with a budget of less than $200,000 per year to be provided by the state.
In essence, this would provide an extension service to the construction
industry with regard to coastal hazards at an annual cost of less than one
beachfront house. It would provide a focus and outlet for the expertise
that already exists in South Carolina, and provide a tnodel for other
states in the region.

Insurance

The risk of flood damage from hurricanes has been greatly reduced by
thc requirements of the Federal Hood Insurance Program. Buildings
must meet certain elevation and structural requirements before they can
be insured. The situation with regard to wind insurance is not so clear.
At prcscnt many of the buildings most at risk for wind damage are
insured through the South Carolina Windstorm and Hail Underwriting
Association - a so-called catastrophe pool, Buildings insured through
this Association must conform to the Standard Building Code. The
certificate of occupancy is used as evidence of this. As has been pointed
out earlier, many buildings possessing a certificate of occupancy do not
in fact rnect the requirements of thc code,

If a properly trained engineer were to check the designs before accepting
a building for insurance, and premiums were based on the actual risk,
the quality of construction of new buildings would rapidly improve and
some existing buildings might be strengthened. The insurance
mechanism, properly handled, is an extremely powerful way of
ensuring good construction.





Recommendations

1, Mandate the use of the Standard Building Code in all jurisdictions in
the state, and require certification of all building officials and inspectors.

2. Set up a technical advisory group for the Building Codes Council.
Based on this group's recommendations modify the Standard Building
Code.

3. Provide building officials with resources needed to carry out duties
assigned to them by state law. This includes better staffing, better
training, and full recognition of the important role they play in
protecting the health and safety of the public, They should be provided
with a building code that is enforceable; i.e. with deemed-to-comply
provisions or computer-based expert systems for non-professionally
designed buildings.

4, Initiate a thorough review of the way in which buildings are designed,
constructed, and checked for code compliance and general safety, both
at the design stage and during construction. This problem has reached
almost crisis proportions throughout the country due to concern about
liability exposure. Severe natural hazards in South Carolina and present
lack of control make the situation in this state one of the worst.

5. Support a coastal hazards advisory and mitigation program so that
existing knowledge can be transmitted to design professionals, building
officials, insurers, lenders, local government and the general public.

6. Initiate a structural review of aII schools and other public buildings
designated as evacuation shelters. Reject or strengthen those that fail to
meet the wind loading requirements of ANSI A58.1 �982!.

7. Provide proper training for engineers, architects, building officials and
others associated with the construction industry on the effects of
hurricanes and other coastal hazards. This could be provided by the
coastal hazards advisory and mitigation program described earlier. In
the long term, schools of engineering and architecture in the region must
include appropriate courses in their cumcula. If current law remains
unaltered and architects continue to certify designs that are structural in
nature  such as curtain walling!, they must be trained accordingly.

8. Prepare guidelines for the inspection, checking and improvement of
existing buildings with regard to wind resistance.

9. Modify the requirements of the South Carolina Windstorm and Hail
Underwriting Association so that the certificate of occupancy is no
longer accepted as evidence of code compliance. Designs should be
checked by the Association's engineer for compliance. For new
construction, those failing to comply should not be insured. Insurance
companies opera ting outside the Association should be encouraged to
do the same. To enable appropriate premiums to be charged for existing
buildings, guidelines should be developed to allow the risk of damage to
be determined. Associated with this, a scheme should be developed
whereby reduced premiums would be charged for buildings to which
irnprovernents in wind resistance have been made.
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